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brand positioning statement
for small businesses looking to compete with 
large companies, Jodie Kelso Studio is the 
graphic design company that delivers a variety 
of creative solutions. 

Jodie Kelso Studio is dedicated to building 
trust with clients, making sure your brand is as 
unique as your business.
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brand board

I N S P I R A T I O N

T Y P E F A C E S

P A T T E R N S T E X T U R E S

C O L O R  P A L E T T E

B R A N D  P O S I T I O N I N G  S T A T E M E N T

L O G O M A R K

L O G O T Y P E

Jodie Kelso

Jodie Kelso Studio 

jodiekelsostudio@gmail.com

870-317-8258

jodiekelsostudio.com

@jodiekelsostudio

@jodiekelso

For small business owners looking to compete with large companies, Jodie Kelso Studio is the graphic design company 

that delivers a variety of creative solutions. Jodie Kelso Studio is dedicated to building trust with clients, making sure your 

brand is as unique as your business.

Montserrat
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890!?,.

Merriweather
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890!?,.



visual guidelines
Horizontal version.
The logo should never be 
used smaller than 1in x 1in.

Stacked version. 
The logo should never be 
used smaller than 1in x 1in. 
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No elements should be 
placed closer than the 
distance of the circle in 
the logo icon. 



correct use

This is the preferred use of the logo, but it should only be 
used on white or other neutral or complementary colors. 

This is the preferred use of the logo, but it should only be 
used on white or other neutral or complementary colors. 

If needed, the logo can be all-black on white or 
light-colored backgrounds. 

An all-white version can be used on dark backgrounds.
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The stacked version can be monochrome.

The main colors can be reversed.

The icon can be used by itself.

The logo can be stacked as shown.



incorrect use

Do not turn stacked version on its side.

Do not use bright colors with the original color of the logo.

Do not stretch or distort the logo in any way.

The logo should never be used diagonally.
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Do not remove any elements from the logo other than 
“studio.” All other elements must remain together.

Colors should always be consistant throughout the logo. 
No individual elements may be colored independently.



These are the two main 
colors used in association 
with Jodie Kelso Studio 
and should be used 
in prominence.

#c07368
C22 M62 Y56 K4
R192 G115 B104
PANTONE P 53-13 C

#ead9cc
C7 M13 Y17 K0
R234 G217 B204
PANTONE 9242 C
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These are two colors that 
are allowed to be used in 
conjunction with the main 
colors, but sparingly.

#000000
C0 M0 Y0 K100
R0 G0 B0
PANTONE Black 6 C

#797c7d
C54 M45 Y44 K9
R121 G124 B125
PANTONE 16-4704 TSX
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MERRIWEATHER

Regular
Light

1234567890
!? ’ ”[]( ) , .

The preferred typeface of Jodie Kelso Studio is 
Montserrat. This sans-serif should be used when using 
our letterhead. Whenever this typeface is implemented, 
increase the leading to no less than 13pt.

If a serif is needed, use Merriweather.  If neither of these 
options are available, use the more common Century 
Gothic as a sans-serif and Minion Pro as the serif.

CENTURY GOTHIC

Regular
Italic
Bold
Bold Italic

MINION PRO

Regular



visual identity system

Dear Director,

I believe communities fl ourish through their small businesses. They are our 
family, friends and neighbors. As a graphic designer and illustrator looking to 
learn more about the community I have recently become a part of, getting 
involved in its growth starts with people. A community is more than business; 
it is relationships. This area is full of potential and when I came across your 
“Kindness is Contagious” website, my curiosity led me to The Bureau of Small 
Projects. The Bureau has a drive to better themselves and their community 
through one simple principle: be kind. 

Further down the rabbit hole, your Forbes article on “Evolutionary Branding” 
inspired me to rethink how I approach branding small businesses. 
Networking with design professionals with the goal of improving my craft 
gives me new perspectives. Looking at the world differently just from 
speaking to someone inspires me because design is a major communication 
tool used to solve today’s problems with creative solutions.

Working with small businesses has been my professional experience since 
graduating college. Helping them compete with large franchises is a personal 
mindset that led me to be fl exible and personable when interacting with 
potential clients. I am constantly looking to improve branding techniques 
and how to maximize my client’s time with me. Design is more than knowing 
Adobe Creative Suite and how to draw. Creating expressive visual content 
takes meticulous planning, a strong understanding of form and function, and 
an analytical mind to comprehend what a client wants and how it needs to 
come to fruition. I have experienced this fi rst-hand from working with others 
in the design community. I want to encounter more of this by interacting 
with you and other professionals. 

Thank you for your work in promoting positivity and taking time to 
consider sharing your experiences with me. I would be interested in any 
recommendations you have of professionals willing to share their professional 
experiences with me. I will contact you within the next week to discuss a 
meeting. You can learn more about me on my website and reach me 
by email or phone. 

Thank you again,

Jodie Kelso

When using letterhead, 
it should be printed on 
white paper with black 
text. If Montserrat is used, 
increase the leading as 
shown here.

Text should start 2in from 
the top of the paper. 

The text shold also have 
margins on the left and 
right equal to 1.5in. 

There should remain 1.5in 
of space from the bottom 
of the page to the end of 
the text.

The dashed lines indicate 
the boundries the text is 
never to exceed.

1.5in

2in

1.5in
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An official sticker should always be 
used to close an envelpe.
The logo sticker should be used 
only on the flap of the envelope, 
leaving the back open for hand-
written addressing.

Black pen should always be used 
when writing the address. No 
other color inks should be used on 
any part of the envelope.



Here is the official business card of Jodie Kelso Studio. 
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This is the official email sign-off. If 
you recieve an email without this 
sign-off, it is not Jodie Kelso Studio.

Jodie Kelso Studio’s favicon is 
shown as the logomark only.
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Instagram profile image is the 
studio’s logomark only.

Linkedin includes a photo of the 
owner of Jodie Kelso Studio. 
The header of Jodie Kelso’s profile 
includes the entire logo.



budget
MOO.com
100 luxe cards                $69.98  
(free shipping)
32pt
Rounded corners  $83.98

50 Letterhead               $85.00
Luxe 
Uncoated
80lb
(free shipping)

50 stickers
glossy                $13.99
+shipping               $03.75

100 stickers
glossy               $22.99
+shipping             $04.25

Envelopes.com
50 Envelopes              $53.95
+shipping                           $08.35
LUXPAPER
Grocery Bag
70lb
Discount                           -$5.00  

WIX.com
$17/month Website             $204/year

Blurb.com
2 Process books  $40.00
+shipping                 $08.49
Premium Lustre 100#
(hint of gloss)
7inx7in

TOTAL:              $511.01
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May 2020 resumé. Recent version available online.

resumé

https://www.jodiekelsostudio.com/resume


correspondence

Dear Director,

I believe communities fl ourish through their small businesses. They are our 
family, friends and neighbors. As a graphic designer and illustrator looking to 
learn more about the community I have recently become a part of, getting 
involved in its growth starts with people. A community is more than business; 
it is relationships. This area is full of potential and when I came across your 
“Kindness is Contagious” website, my curiosity led me to The Bureau of Small 
Projects. The Bureau has a drive to better themselves and their community 
through one simple principle: be kind. 

Further down the rabbit hole, your Forbes article on “Evolutionary Branding” 
inspired me to rethink how I approach branding small businesses. 
Networking with design professionals with the goal of improving my craft 
gives me new perspectives. Looking at the world differently just from 
speaking to someone inspires me because design is a major communication 
tool used to solve today’s problems with creative solutions.

Working with small businesses has been my professional experience since 
graduating college. Helping them compete with large franchises is a personal 
mindset that led me to be fl exible and personable when interacting with 
potential clients. I am constantly looking to improve branding techniques 
and how to maximize my client’s time with me. Design is more than knowing 
Adobe Creative Suite and how to draw. Creating expressive visual content 
takes meticulous planning, a strong understanding of form and function, and 
an analytical mind to comprehend what a client wants and how it needs to 
come to fruition. I have experienced this fi rst-hand from working with others 
in the design community. I want to encounter more of this by interacting 
with you and other professionals. 

Thank you for your work in promoting positivity and taking time to 
consider sharing your experiences with me. I would be interested in any 
recommendations you have of professionals willing to share their professional 
experiences with me. I will contact you within the next week to discuss a 
meeting. You can learn more about me on my website and reach me 
by email or phone. 

Thank you again,

Jodie Kelso

Example of a coverletter.
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Thank-you letters are
always handwritten 
and sent along with an 
email of thanks.
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website
Sitemap for Jodie Kelso Studio’s website.

https://www.jodiekelsostudio.com/


home page

about me page

resumé page

This page includes a 
downloadable pdf of 
my resumé.

This page includes a 
downloadable pdf of 
my resumé.

The navigation bar contains 
links to main pages and
individual works. There are 
also external links to
Instagram and Linkedin.
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work page

pop-view 

piece page

Each work opens up in a 
larger view, but to see even 
more details you follow the link 
to that work’s individual page.



social media
Social media is a gateway to connect with my community 
and share my journey as a designer. Graphic design is 
mercurial and social platforms help keep me informed on 
its trends. I will grow my brand through interactions with 
others in my field and work to inspire other designers with 
the same drive. Always cordial and professional, my brand 
will always be considered when posting and communicating 
on social media.
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Posts are scheduled 
using Hootsuite in order 
to maintain online 
presence and keep 
followers engaged with 
the studio.



@jodiekelsostudio

https://www.instagram.com/jodiekelsostudio/
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@jodiekelso

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jodie-kelso-33a26b1a3/


business plan A
IDENTITY:

What’s your full name? 
Jodie Elizabeth Kelso

Would you like to create a brand that refers to you as a person or you as a thing? In other words, do you 
want to have a business that is known by your name or by another name? 
I want to create a brand that refers to me as a person.

What is the location of your business? If you do not know yet, state your ideal location. Or you could explain 
something like  “A large city in the U.S.” or “A medium-sized city in the northeast region of the U.S.” 
I would like to have my business based in a medium-sized city in one of southern states. Ideally, I could live in a 
more rural area and commute into the city for work.

Where would you rather work? Virtual from home or at a physical office?
I would rather work in a designated workspace, but have the option to work from home. 

S.W.O.T

• S - Strengths (internal/personal aspects that give you an advantage):
1. I am proficient at drawing.
2. I am open to criticism.
3. I work well with others.
4. I am patient.
5. I am curious. 

  
• O - Opportunities (external/public – new services, products or markets for you to consider):
1. Freelance illustration.
2. Master’s Degree.
3. Non-profit work.
4. Publication design.
5. Gain experience.
  
• W - Weaknesses (internal/personal aspects that might hinder you or cause problems):
1. I am not good at social media management.
2. I overthink decisions.
3. It is difficult for me to talk about myself.
4. I get bored easily.
5. I compare my work to others too much. 

• T - Threats (external/public – EX competition, government regulations, money, tech?):
1. If we end up working in the same area, my fellow graduates.
2. Job security.
3. Free online graphic design software and templates.
4. Large advertising agencies.
5. Low income.  

https://imtips.co/swot-analysis-freelancer.html
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YOUR MISSION:

What drives you? What keeps you motivated? What are 
you passionate about?
I have always loved a good puzzle. My curiosity about 
everything made deciding on a career one of the most 
difficult experiences of my life. School was never a 
struggle when growing up because everything had a 
correct answer—everything except art. I excelled in art, 
but I met every prompt with a subjective answer. 
Those prompts were like the logic puzzles and mystery 
novels I grew up loving. The suspense of not knowing 
an answer but realizing I will figure it out keeps me 
motivated. I have a passion for narrative. Give me pieces 
of an idea that I can challenge myself into forming a 
cohesive image and I am happy.

What is important to you in business? What are your 
ethics, values and reasons for being in this profession?
What kinds of creative work do you specifically want to 
do? Answer this as if money or job availability  
didn’t matter.
My dream is to make a career out of being creative. I 
enjoy making visuals for ideas. Loving what I do is more 
important to me than money. I can be happy anywhere 
in life, but I have dreams I want to fulfill if possible. 
When other people’s dreams can come true with my 
help, that is significant to me. Small businesses help 
the people in our communities. I want to help them 
more than the big corporate industry. They have plenty 
of resources to use. I’d rather help the “little guy” grow 
and fulfill their goals. I am particularly interested in 
publication design, but I have an interest in illustration 
and collateral design. 

Describe your creative industry. Is it a growth industry? 
What changes do you foresee in the industry, short-
term and long-term? How will you be poised to take 
advantage of them? If you work across multiple 
industries, you need to answer these questions 
for all of them.
I think creative jobs are on the rise. With the Internet 
giving everyone free tools to design with, I think more 
opportunities for designers will arise. Everything 
designed the same way makes everything blend. 
Designers do not depend on a template. The need for 
standout design is more prominent than ever. Print is 
not dead, but the need for digital grows. Over time, I 
may need to focus on digital publishing over print, but 
the printed book will always be around.

Describe your most important strengths and core 
competencies. What factors will make you succeed? 
What do you think your major competitive strengths will 
be? What background experience, skills, and strengths 
do you personally bring to this new venture?
I am curious and adaptable. My curiosity leads me to 
research thoroughly. My clients will know I care about 
their business because I will have a fundamental 
understanding of it before we even meet. I am flexible 

enough to suddenly changes that if a problem arises, I 
can think calmly and execute solutions. I always want 
my clients to trust in me to do my best at all times. 
I have always been a strong student and have prior 
experience in working for a community college’s fine 
art center. Working with teams I have never met to 
produce a show has helped me become better at 
communication. I have also played sports my whole life, 
so being a team-player is natural to me.

Where do you see yourself in 12 months? This does not 
mean just location. What are you doing? Please keep 
this as much as possible to your career, even if you plan 
to get married and/or have a family. 
In 12 months, I am experienced in working with real 
clients and more aware of how the creative industry 
works. I have interned with St. Jude in Memphis, a 
prominent organization in a well-known city. I have 
saved money by commuting from home to Memphis 
rather than pay rent there. My resume will have grown 
along with my portfolio. I have updated my portfolio to 
include less school-related projects and more on-the-
job work.

Where do you see yourself in 5 years?
Five years from now I will be more confident in my 
design skills. I have experience working for a publication 
company, learning the industry. I have also grown as a 
freelance illustrator. I have gained a small clientele that 
is loyal and growing. I am working in a medium-sized 
city that is close enough to home that I can travel by car 
easily. I am self-sufficient and need not depend on my 
parents financially.

Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
I work in a private studio in-town. I am a freelance 
designer with a focus on publication design and 
illustration. My client list has grown large enough that I 
can comfortably work on my own and still be financially 
sound. I live in a rural area with privacy, but with a strong 
internet connection that allows me to work from home 
if need be. I collaborate with my designer friends and 
creative media involved family. 

How are you going to make these goals happen?
I will make this happen by marketing myself in a way 
that highlights the skills I enjoy to clients. My portfolio 
needs improvement and my social media accounts 
better organization. I have family contacts in several 
states in the US to help me if needed. My main goals 
starting out are to gain experience and save money. The 
experience will build my reputation and money allows 
me to focus on designing without adding to my family’s 
financial burdens.



YOUR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES:

Examine yourself before you go into business. 
You want to look for avenues and opportunities 
which play to your strengths. Examine fields that 
you enjoy for opportunities. If you love to talk with 
people rather than sending email, look around 
for conferences and networking opportunities. 
By doing this, you know more about yourself and 
more about who your direct competition would be 
(next). 

Pick from this list and/or add additional items. 
After each one listed, describe in-depth what you 
offer in relation to this item. Specifically answer 
what your qualifications are in these areas and 
what factors will give you competitive advantages 
or disadvantages. You should have at least 5 items.  

• Publication Design - I am focused on creating 
a narrative in my designs. I will consider every 
element of a publication. I have a strong 
understanding of typography and how content 
can influence layout. I strive to provide clear 
hierarchy throughout publications without 
sacrificing style. 

• Book Covers - I am an avid reader and up to date 
on what popular selections use as their covers. I 
can spot trends in cover designs and apply that 
knowledge in way to make the client’s cover 
stand out. 

• Drawing/Illustration - No matter what my 
client’s vision, I can be sure that I can provide 
the visuals they need. Finding a low-budget, 
copyright-free visual will not be a problem as 
I can create custom illustrations for my client. 
There will be no need to hire an extra artist to 
collaborate on projects, saving my client money.

• Photography - I can take my professional 
photographs to use in projects. I will not need 
to find a photographer to collaborate with, and 
pre-existing images will not restrict my designs. 
If I need a specific image, I will not waste time 
scouring the Internet when I can go out and take 
the photo I need.

• Writing - I am a capable writer that can 
communicate my ideas to a client. My ability 
to write well inspires confidence in my clients. I 
come across as competent and professional.  
Face-to-face communication is not always 
possible, so strong writing skills are crucial 

• for explaining ideas.

YOUR COMPETITION:

Explain who your direct competition is in relation 
to the following. Describe the qualities of a person 
who would be competition (not an actual person). 
Who would be hired instead of you?

Creativity:
My competition would be consistently productive 
in developing new ideas, displaying these ideas 
either with the client directly or advertising 
through social media.

Talent:
My competition has a talent for communication. 
They can talk to potential clients with confidence.

Ability:
My competition can be decisive and produce ideas 
quickly for the client to view.

Training:
My competition studied at a top-tier university of 
design and interned with a prominent agency.

Experience:
My competition has years of experience and a 
reputation. They have built a trusted network.

Values:
My competition believes in supporting local 
businesses to help their communities grow.

Specialty:
My competition specializes in publication design 
and illustration.
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YOUR CLIENTS:

Who is your ideal client(s)? For example, is it 
a small business owner or do you want to do 
contract work for large companies? 
My ideal clients are small business owners who 
believe that design is important to the success of 
their business.

How will you find your client(s)?
I will find clients through social media and 
networking. Getting my work noticed starts 
with producing and advertising a lot of quality 
work, so I will become more organized with 
updating my social media. Back home, my family 
name is well-known and has a good reputation. 
Many people I graduated with or learned from 
could help me connect with potential clients.

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS:

How will clients interact you or your business. Is 
it automated or personal? In person or online? 
Explain the client/customer experience from start 
to finish.
Ideally, I would like to make first-contact through 
email or a direct message on social media. That way, 
we can set a meeting when the client is comfortable 
instead of being put on the spot. It gives both parties 
time to prepare themselves. I believe it is important 
to be flexible, but face-to-face is my preferred 
method of discussing designs. A conversation can 
give me much more information than an online 
questionnaire or email. Body-language and voice 
inflection can help me understand a client.

What type of marketing/networking will you do to 
get your name out there?
Local businesses are hubs for word-of-mouth 
advertising. I will build a network of local clients by 
doing work for them. If it satisfies them, then I can 
ask to leave business cards at their location. I can also 
see if they would tag me or allow me to tag them in a 
promotional post online. 

Will the ideal client give you little or full control 
over the project scope? Do you like a lot of 
direction or a little. If it’s in the middle, be specific 
in your answer. 
My ideal client will give me basic guidelines that 
I can have freedom to explore. Then, after looking 
at different options, they could pick a more 
guided direction for me to go. I like to work 
from general to specific.

Will you give any discounts to clients?
I will give discounts to loyal clients as a thank-you for 
their business. I will not give new clients discounts 
because they may refuse to pay any more than that 
later on.

What are your desired results? Number of clients 
or projects per month.
This would depend on project-type, but I would like 
to have two or three projects to work on a month.



business plan B
What’s your full name? 
Jodie Elizabeth Kelso

YOUR FINANCIAL PLAN:

A traditional financial plan for business consists of the following: 12-month profit and loss projection; cash-flow 
projection; projected balance sheet; and break-even calculation. These are a minimum. We will be much less 
specific. First do a cost-of-living analysis. Also research what is being charged in relation to where you will live and 
your experience level.

COST-OF-LIVING ANALYSIS:

What are your minimum EXPENSES in relation to your business per month?  
If the costs you acquire are per quarter or year, do the math for the monthly cost. 

Cost of basic Health Insurance: 
$511

Cost of Equipment (Software and Hardware): 
$53.98

Cost of Website: 
$18.41 

Cost of Continued Education 
$0

Cost of Estimated Quarterly Taxes Set Aside Per Month (1/3 rule set aside 4 times a year): 
$223 

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST PER MONTH:
$806.39 

What are your minimum projected PROFITS in relation to your business and its expenses per month? Replace 
month with  year or quarter to match expenses if necessary.  

How much will you charge? 
$23/hour 

How many days of the week will you work? 
I will work 5 days a week. 

How many hours per week do you expect to be billable?
I expect 40 hours a week to be billable. 

TOTAL ESTIMATED PROFIT PER MONTH:
$113.61
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financial forms

ESTIMATE

PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS

project title

client: name/company
date: xx.xx.xxxx
job #: xx

address: street, city, state, zip
number: xxx.xxx.xxxx

(This is an estimate from Jodie Kelso Studio. It is not an invoice or a quote.)

notes: Any and all information learned from client.

requested materials: Note specifi cs provided by client.

timeline: If project is rushed, note why and charge more.

RATE: $23/hour
HOURS: XX
REVISIONS: XX
TOTAL: $XX

other: Explain what will be expected of both parties. Also, make sure client understands that a 
certain number of revisions will cause price to switch to hourly.

PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS

project title

notes: Any and all information learned from client.

requested materials: Note specifi cs provided by client.

timeline: If project is rushed, note why and charge more.

RATE: $23/hour
HOURS: XX
REVISIONS: XX
TOTAL: $XX

other: Explain what will be expected of both parties. Also, make sure client understands that a 
certain number of revisions will cause price to switch to hourly.
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QUOTE

PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS

project title

client: name/company
date: xx.xx.xxxx
job #: xx

address: street, city, state, zip
number: xxx.xxx.xxxx

(This is an quote from Jodie Kelso Studio. It is not an invoice or contract.)

notes: Any and all information learned from client.

requested materials: Note specifi cs provided by client.

timeline: If project is rushed, note why and charge more.

REVISIONS: XX
TOTAL: $XX

other: Explain what will be expected of both parties. Also, make sure client understands that a 
certain number of revisions will cause price to switch to hourly.



INVOICE

PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS

project title

client: name/companydate: xx.xx.xxxx
job #: xx address: street, city, state, zip

number: xxx.xxx.xxxx

All payments can made to Jodie Kelso. Contact me with any questions!

RATE: $23/hour
HOURS: XX
TOTAL: $XX

payment due: $xx

review:
Brief explanation of work done. Make sure to mention if project is unfi nished. 
DOUBLE CHECK TO MAKE SURE EVERYTHING MATCHES ESTIMATE AND QUOTE.

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE: $XXX
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INVOICE

PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS

project title

client: name/companydate: xx.xx.xxxx
job #: xx address: street, city, state, zip

number: xxx.xxx.xxxx

All payments can made to Jodie Kelso. Contact me with any questions!

payment due: $xx

review:
Brief explanation of work done. Make sure to mention if project is unfi nished. 
DOUBLE CHECK TO MAKE SURE EVERYTHING MATCHES ESTIMATE AND QUOTE.

PROJECT RATE: $XX/hour
RATE: $XX/hour
HOURS: XX
REVISIONS: XX
TOTAL: $XX

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE: $XXX



promotional merchandise
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thank you for taking 
the time to look over 
my brand book! 

contact me with any further questions 
or comments you may have.


